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Pluto Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Open Borders: The Case Against
Immigration Controls (2nd Revised edition), Teresa Hayter, 'A very impressive achievement.' Ann
Dummett, founder, Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants 'Teresa Hayter has written a
formidably comprehensive book on the history, mechanisms, and debates surrounding
immigration controls in Britain .The crux of Hayter's argument is that immigration controls do not,
will not, & should not work .essential reading.' Red Pepper In this new edition of Open Borders,
Teresa Hayter assesses the impact of the increasing severity of border controls since they were first
introduced and makes the controversial case for their abolition. Hayter focuses on postwar
immigration controls, especially the use of such controls against the peoples of former European
colonies and East Europeans, and their effects on asylum seekers. She examines the recent history
of European coordination of border controls and the notion of 'Fortress Europe'. Hayter argues that
the existence of controls leads to great suffering and abuse of human rights, and that immigration
controls are racist and help legitimate racism. She demonstrates that immigration controls have
actually had a limited impact on controlling numbers. To illustrate her arguments, she draws on
empirical material,...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti
It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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Most of Hayter's arguments against border controls are political and moral. The book dwells in depth on how immigration controls are by
their nature racist (in that they always aim to exclude particular distinct groups) in that they cause massive suffering, cost billions and
promote racism. This is indisputable and it is passionately argued from the perspective of an activist closely involved in struggle for
example around Campsfield detention centre in England.Â I think that a book addressed to the case against immigration controls would
be much better ammunition for activists if it took some of these arguments at length. When she does get on to some of these arguments
she deals with them well. There are several examples of countries which had open border arrangements with former colonies. This
article presents the case against immigration controls. Nation states, which are giving up controls on the movement of goods and
capital, nevertheless still try to control the movement of people. Like controls under apartheid, immigration controls will eventually
become untenable. They are also a relatively recent phenomenon.Â These circumstances have prompted scholars to call for open
borders for people and for no border. In this article, I review the various philosophical and empirical perspectives based on which
scholars have argued for open borders and no border. These perspectives include liberal political-theory, market-economy, politicaleconomy, and other perspectives.

